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1. BACKGROUND

Evaluation into the impact of Cultureshock on organisations, audiences and on the city

and region was commissioned by Cultureshock in February 2002.

Outcomes in these areas were assessed against a series of aims and objectives identified

by the Cultureshock team and steering group. As no specific targets were set by

Cultureshock, performance can only be broadly measured. However it has been possible

to build up a comprehensive and multi-faceted picture of the impact that Cultureshock

had on organisations, audiences and the city. Where relevant data exists, performance

has been compared to local, regional and national statistics to establish a benchmark and

present some kind of context for the findings.

The evaluation methodology comprised of over 60 qualitative interviews with key people

from around 45 organisations, venues and projects that were involved in Cultureshock

activity, administered and self-administered questionnaires with 1891 attenders and non-

attenders, and a critical review of available documentation and information from

Cultureshock.

The findings and recommendations presented in the report are based on the evidence

given and data collected through the evaluation process, from March to October 2002.

The full report is available from Arts Council North West (previously North West Arts

Board). The main findings and recommendations are summarised below.

2. KEY OUTCOMES

Cultureshock succeeded in delivering a major programme of diverse events by a range of

deliverers from community groups to large-scale venues, to largely appreciative

audiences (87% of attenders questioned had positive experiences). 174 projects took

place as part of the Cultureshock programme.

A good mix of artforms and styles was achieved but there could have been a better

balance in regional spread (around half of all projects took place in Manchester) and in

the geographical links of projects across the Commonwealth (there were five times as

many Asia-linked projects as African-Caribbean). Around a third of projects had

international links.

Public awareness was quite high: around half the Cultureshock audience knew what

Cultureshock was and that the event they were attending was part of it. 13% of

respondents to street surveys said they knew Cultureshock was the NW cultural

programme for the Commonwealth Games.

Around two thirds of projects received funding from specially designated sources. It could

therefore be said that fraction of the Cultureshock programme was work that may not

otherwise have been presented, or at least not at that time.

2.1 Impact on organisations

Organisations and individuals benefited from professional development – most often cited

in interview was new learning about artforms and cultures, and opportunities for

developing international work.

There has been an overall increase in organisations’ confidence about programming

culturally diverse work and attracting culturally diverse audiences.

There seems to be a greater appreciation by organisations of the value of a partnership

approach to working.
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There has been a development and strengthening of networks between arts

professionals, artists, producers and audiences.

New organisations have entered the arts funding system – according to North West Arts

(now Arts Council North West), 9% of those awarded RALP grants were first time

applicants.

The presence of Black/Asian-led organisations delivering work was important – according

to Cultureshock figures they accounted for 27% of projects in the programme.

2.2 Impact on audiences

New audiences were introduced to the arts - 39% were first time attenders to venues

and 23% experienced new types of work.

A third of attenders questioned said their thinking had changed as a result of attending

an event – three quarters of those in a positive way (e.g. greater appreciation of

artforms, more open-minded, more likely to attend similar events in future, better

perception of Manchester as a cultural city).

Around half the attenders questioned opted not to disclose their ethnic/cultural identity.

Of those who responded, 46% were white British. Compared with the figure of 85% of

arts attenders in 2000 (Arts About Manchester ‘Arts Attendees Survey’) the Cultureshock

audience was much more culturally diverse than is generally achieved in Greater

Manchester. At 33% there were four times as many Asian than Black attenders.

2.3 Impact on city/region

There was a crossover in audiences for sports and arts events - around a third of

attenders had been to or were going to Games sporting events. The actual figure could

be much higher, as 16-25% of those questioned said they didn’t know yet.

Visitors were attracted to the city/region - around a quarter of attenders to Cultureshock

events came from outside Greater Manchester. Of those, 10% reside outside the NW.

2.4 Key legacies

a) Relationships and partnerships developed through project activity including cross-

venue working and international links that can be built on

b) Plans by organisations to deliver more Cultureshock-type activity in future

c) Some Black/Asian-led organisations repositioned in a more mainstream context

d) New audiences for the arts and new links with local communities

e) Enhanced public perception of Manchester

f) Lessons learnt from the experience that inform future practice and policy
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3. KEY LESSONS

Specially designated sources of funding to deliver events proved crucial. However

insecurities regarding funding and subsequent insufficient planning time presented major

challenges to organisations, making high profile events much more difficult and risky to

deliver.

A greater clarity and consistency regarding the objectives and remit of Cultureshock

would have helped the team in managing organisations’ expectations, and helped reduce

perceptions of imbalances in the programme and a certain lack of parity in support for

commissioned and externally produced work.

There were considerable marketing challenges involved in creating a new brand with

complex partner relationships within such a short timescale, and in communicating a

clear message to the public. Attaining such public awareness of Cultureshock was a

major achievement in these circumstances, but a greater focus on promoting the festival

brand with individual events through joint marketing campaigns would have helped

communicate the links between partners, brands and elements of the programme.

There could have been a greater emphasis on collaborative approaches to programming

and marketing between organisations, creating more opportunities for venues to work

towards augmenting audiences rather than competing for them.

Some elements of the programme, specifically the free outdoor events and exhibitions,

benefited in profile and audiences from presentation during the main Games period when

media focus and visitor numbers were at their peak.

A need was identified by small and community-based organisations for festival organisers

to advocate on their behalf with large venues regarding access to performance spaces

and facilities.

The Project Development Manager role proved to be a crucial post, helping create a

balance in the type of organisations delivering work across the programme. Advice and

support given to projects on visas/work permits was useful.

As evaluation was not imbedded into Cultureshock core planning from the outset, the

result was an incremental approach to evaluation as priorities changed and more

resources became available. This presented challenges for the evaluation process,

particularly with regard to data collection.
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4. RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1 Future festivals

a) Management teams need at least 2 years planning time for future festivals of this

scale

b) Active steering group/Board that ensures there is a clear articulation of festival

objectives and remit, particularly with regard to programming (e.g. ratio of

centrally to externally produced work) and marketing support. This makes it

easier for festival organisers to manage the expectations of organisations and

partners

c) The presentation of major high-profile events is necessary to further expand into

the national and international arts market

d) Non-timescaled funding schemes for the development of international work would

be very useful

e) Sponsorship clashes need to be resolved at an early stage so organisations are

not disadvantaged by missed opportunities or delays in securing vital private

funding. Uncertainties over funding make the planning of projects much more

difficult

f) Branding of festivals needs to be simplified so the message to the public and

media is not blurred or confused

4.2 Topics for further research

a) International collaborations (benefits/problems, critical success factors)

b) Assessing the impact of international politics on local arts activity

c) Building on the legacy of new audiences for the arts (local, regional and national)

d) Tracking the longer term impact of Cultureshock on organisations (e.g. with

programming) and on audiences in the city/region
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